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Abstract— In this paper we introduce a universal bitsignificance measure that allows to quantify the usually varying
importance of each data bit at a particular bit position in
successive transmission frames. The bit significances can be used
for transmission energy allocation in a source-adaptive fashion.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In any digital communication system the data bits either
stem from a quantiser (when discrete-time samples that describe a multimedia source signal are transmitted) or they are
“true” data bits in the sense that they carry information which
is discrete in time and amplitude by nature (e.g. a compressed
text). Further, data transmission of any kind is usually carried
out by frames which are used to split the whole amount of data
into many relatively small portions that are separately encoded
and transmitted. This concept is driven by limitations on the
delay and on the complexity.
Even though the consecutive frames may be structurally
similar, the data bit at a particular position within a frame
might sometimes be very important while in other frames
it is less significant. This means that the adverse effects of
transmission errors at the receiver output are often not the
same for a particular data bit position in different frames.
In present system implementations different bit sensitivities
(or significances) are accounted for by static unequal error
protection [1] allocating stronger channel coding to the bits
that are “on average” more sensitive. As argued above, however, the error sensitivities might considerably change from
one block to another for a particular bit position in a frame,
so more flexible schemes for unequal error protection will
obviously be beneficial. The latter was shown in [2] for digital
modulation schemes that are used to directly transmit the
output bits of a quantiser. The basic idea is to allocate different
transmission energies to the individual bits, depending on their
current significances. This can be done without any alterations
at the receiver, i.e., a broadcast system or the downlink in
mobile radio could be enhanced without the need to change
the mobile terminals that might already be in use.
In this paper we extend the basic ideas given in [2] in that
we introduce a universally applicable bit significance measure,
the “S-value”, and use it for the allocation of transmission
energy in a binary modulation scheme.

II. B IT S IGNIFICANCE M EASURE
A. Significance Measure for Quantiser Bits
The example in Fig. 1 illustrates a typical case in which
the significances of the data bits change with the locations of
the input source samples. We consider two realisations “A”
and “B” of the source signal x, which is scalar quantised
by the reproducer values y0 , ..., y7 ; the mean squared error
is used a quality criterion. The sample A is quantised by y1
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(the nearest neighbour of x among the reproducer values) and
the corresponding bit combination “001” is transmitted. At
the decoder output, an error in the middle bit will not lead to
seriously larger distortion than the reproduction without any
bit errors, because the reproducer value y2 corresponding to
the bit-combination “011” is also located close to the input
sample A. The situation is different if we consider the sample
B. Although B is also quantised by the reproducer value y1 , an
error in the middle bit will now lead to much larger distortion.
However, this time an error in the rightmost bit will cause only
a small increase of the mean squared error. Hence, we have bits
with strongly varying sensitivities, depending on the location
of the unquantised source samples.1
Let us assume that I = {I1 , I2 , ..., IK } ∈ I denotes a Kbit vector that represents the quantiser index j, and that I =
{0, 1}K is the set of all possible K-bit vectors. Moreover, we
obtain the bit-vector I from the quantiser index j by the bitmapping γ(), i.e., I = γ(j); in Fig. 1 we use a Gray mapping
as an example.
Given the input source sample x, we quantify the distortion
if a particular bit Il , l = 1, 2, ..., K, is reconstructed with some
1 This can be extended to vector quantisers, i.e., the argumentation is true
in a rather general context.

value I˜l = ξ ∈ {0, 1}, by

2
d0 (I˜l = ξ | x) = (x − yγ −1 (I)
˜ ) ,

(1)

with the quantiser reproducer value yL , the inverse bit mapping
˜ and the bit vector I˜ = {I˜1 , I˜2 , ..., I˜K } ∈ I, for
L = γ −1 (I),
˜
which Il = ξ and I˜n = Qn (x) for n = 1, 2, ..., l − 1, l +
1, ..., K. The notation Qn (x) corresponds to the output bit
number n of the quantiser (including the bit mapping γ())
given the continuous-valued source sample x. In other words:
in (1) we use the reproducer value y for reconstruction that
has the same bit vector as the nearest neighbour of the input
sample x, only excluding the bit position l for which we
enforce the bit value ξ ∈ {0, 1} specified on the left-hand
side of (1).
The definition in (1) will lead to a value of d0 (I˜l = ξ | x) =
0, if the input sample x is exactly identical to one of the
reproducer values and if the specified bit value ξ is equal to
the corresponding bit value at the output of the quantiser. This
is not a problem as such, but below we will define the significance of a bit by the inverse of the (normalised) distortion,
which would cause numerical problems if the distortion was
close to zero. Therefore we modify (1) as follows:
.
2
d0 (I˜l = ξ | x) = (x − yγ −1 (I)
(2)
˜ ) +β
with the constant 0 < β  σx2 , where σx2 is the variance of
the input samples (e.g. β = 10−4 · σx2 ).
Using (2) we define the normalised distortion:
.
d(I˜l = ξ | x) =

d0 (I˜l = ξ | x)
.
d0 (I˜l = 0 | x) + d0 (I˜l = 1 | x)

(3)

Hence, d(I˜l = 0 | x) + d(I˜l = 1 | x) = 1 and 0 < d(I˜l =
ξ | x) < 1.
The significance of a reconstruction I˜l with some bit value
ξ is inversely proportional to the distortion (3). Therefore, we
define the bit significance
1
.
q(I˜l = ξ|x) =
,
(4)
˜
d(Il = ξ|x)
which will take on values in the open interval (1, +∞).
Now we define the logarithmic bit significance measure (Svalue) as the logarithmic2 ratio of the bit significances (4) for
a “0” and a “1” bit:
q(I˜l = 0 | x)
.
.
(5)
S(I˜l | x) = log
q(I˜l = 1 | x)

The S-value measures how sensitive the quality is in terms
of a particular bit position. If the magnitude |S(I˜i | x)| is
zero, this means it doesn’t matter for the quality if the bit
is reconstructed as “0” or “1”. If the magnitude is large, the
correct reconstruction of the bit is very important and the sign3
of S(I˜i | x) determines whether the reconstruction of the bit
should be “0” (when S(I˜i |x) > 0) or “1” (when S(I˜i |x) < 0).
2 Throughout

the paper the natural log is used in this definition.
definition (5) is such that the interpretation of the sign is consistent
with the well-established log-likelihood ratios [3] used for soft-in/soft-out
decoding on the receiver side.
3 The

B. Significance Measure for Data Bits
In a “pure” data transmission scenario (without any quantiser), time-varying significances of a particular bit-position in
a packet might arise from transmitting in-band signalisation
(e.g. to initiate handover to another mobile radio cell) as in
GSM. The signalisation bits will usually be extremely sensitive
to bit errors, as their erroneous interpretation will cause severe
system failures, while in “normal” traffic the bit positions are
less important in which case we might be willing to accept
higher error probabilities in the reconstructions of the bits.
If a text is compressed and, e.g., a variable-length lossless
coding scheme is applied, some bit errors might cause symbol
insertions and deletions or complete loss of synchronisation,
while an error in exactly the same bit position in another
coded block might merely cause a single symbol error at the
decoder output: again we observe strongly variable bit-error
sensitivities of the data bits.
Let us assume we are willing to tolerate a bit-error probability pl < 0.5 in the reconstruction I˜l of a bit Il with the
realisation il ∈ {0, 1} that is known at the transmitter side.
Based on this we can define a “distortion measure” according
to

pl
il = ξ
˜
d(Il = ξ|il ) =
with ξ ∈ {0, 1} . (6)
1 − pl il 6= ξ

The interpretation of (6) is as follows: the value of the distortion measure is 1 − pl if the reconstruction I˜l is different from
the bit-value il , i.e., it is smaller than the Hamming distance, as
we are willing to tolerate some bit-error probability pl . If the
reconstruction I˜l equals the original il , the distortion measure
equals pl (and not zero); in this way, we make it less important
for the reconstruction to be error-free. If the tolerable bit-error
probability is set to pl = 0.5, the distortion measure has the
same value in both cases, i.e., the reconstruction with “1” is
as good as the reconstruction with “0” in any case, which is
consistent with our expectation for a tolerable error-probability
of 0.5. Note that in this case the bit is completely irrelevant
and one should not waste energy for its transmission.
The normalised significance q(I˜l = ξ|il ) of a reconstruction
˜
Il with some bit value ξ is inversely proportional to the
distortion (6):
1
.
.
(7)
q(I˜l = ξ|il ) =
˜
d(Il = ξ|il )
Note that as in (4) we have q(I˜l = ξ|il ) ∈ (1, +∞).
Similar as in (5) we define the logarithmic bit-significance
measure (S-value):
q(I˜l = 0 | il )
.
S(I˜l | il ) = log
.
(8)
q(I˜l = 1 | il )
If we insert (6) and (7) into (8) we obtain

log(pl /(1 − pl )), il = 1
S(I˜l | il ) =
log((1 − pl )/pl ), il = 0

which can equivalently be written as
1 − pl
S(I˜l | il ) = sign(1 − 2 · il ) · log
pl

for

,

(9)

pl < 0.5 (10)

with il ∈ {0, 1}. Note that again the sign of S(I˜l | il )
determines the bit-value a reconstruction should have, while
l
the magnitude |S(I˜l | il )| = log 1−p
pl > 0 describes the significance of the reconstruction. If the tolerable error probability
l
= 0, i.e., the bit has no
is pl = 0.5, we obtain log 1−p
pl
l
is very large
significance at all, while the value of log 1−p
pl
when pl is close to zero.
C. Conversion between S-values, Significances and Distortions
From the definitions (4), (7) and the fact that the distances
(3), (6) are normalised (i.e., they sum up to one over all
possible ξ ∈ {0, 1}) we obtain

1 − d(I˜l = 0 | C)
d(I˜l = 1 | C)
= log
1 − d(I˜l = 1 | C)
d(I˜l = 0 | C)
(11)
where C denotes the condition either on a continuous-valued
source sample x or on a data bit il . We can solve (11) either
for d(I˜l = 1|C) or for d(I˜l = 0|C); the results can be written
in compact form as follows:
S(I˜l | C) = log

q(I˜l = ξ | C) =

S(I˜l | C)

1+e
1
=
d(I˜l = ξ | C)
eS(I˜l | C)·ξ

(12)

with ξ ∈ {0, 1}. Hence, we can uniquely convert the normalised
significances and distortions into an S-values and vice versa.
III. E NERGY A LLOCATION IN B INARY T RANSMISSION
USING S-VALUES
In what follows we will assume for simplicity that binary
modulation is used although extensions to other modulation
schemes are possible.
After computing the S-values by (5) or (10), we shall use
them to allocate transmission energy4 El to the individual bits.
A simple approach is to linearly distribute the energy, with
the S-Values as weighting factors, but one may also use more
general rules such as
El =

1
K

|S(il |x)|α
· Es
PK
α
l=1 |S(il |x)|

(13)

with α > 0; for α = 1 this includes the linear case. In (13), Es
is the given average energy for each bit and K is the number
of bits for which the joint energy allocation is to be applied.
An important property of the rule (13) is that El = 0 if
|S(Il |x)| = 0, i.e., no energy is allocated to insignificant bits.
Another essential property
PKof (13) is that the average energy
1
stays the same, i.e., K
l=1 El = Es .
It should be pointed out that this allocation of energies
will not be “optimal” in any strict sense. If quantiser bits are
transmitted, one could, in principle, state an optimisation problem and try to solve it e.g. by standard variational techniques
such as Lagrange multipliers. The drawback of this approach
is that the optimisation problem can usually only be solved
numerically with high complexity [2]. Hence, our goal with
4 The energy E for a bit is related to the power P by P = E /T , with
l
l
l
l
T the constant bit transmission period.

the definition of S-values is to state a feasible general means
of how to quantify bit significances and to conduct an energy
allocation in the sense of a good practical solution that, once
the S-values are known, no longer depends on the specific
details of the source data. The most suitable allocation rule
for a particular application (e.g., the parameter α in (13)) will
be determined by simulations.
The problem of an “optimal” energy allocation becomes
especially difficult if we consider the transmission of data bits
with given tolerated error probabilities. If the number of data
bits (i.e., the bit rate) is fixed and the channel cannot carry
this amount of information, it is impossible to reconstruct the
data bits at the receiver without errors. If the channel quality
is very low it might even be impossible to reconstruct them
with the given tolerated bit error rates. In the latter case the
energy allocation rule will achieve a best-effort solution, which
means that the very significant data bits might exhibit a larger
bit error rate than tolerated but still it will be lower than for
the less significant bits.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
Some simulations results are given in this section for the
quantisation and transmission of uncorrelated Gaussian source
samples x with the variance σx2 = 1. The source samples
are optimally scalar quantised with fixed rate (Lloyd-Max
quantiser [4]) by K = 3 bits. The transmission of the quantiser
bits is carried out over a binary-input (BPSK modulation)
Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel with the
average “channel SNR” Es /N0 .
Fig. 2 shows, for each bit of a Gray bit mapping (see
illustration in Fig. 1), the S-values that are obtained from
(5) for −3 < x < 3 with β = 10−4 σx2 in (2). A comparison
with the natural binary bit mapping is given in Fig. 3. In both
figures the reproducer values are indicated by “×” and the bit
mappings used for transmission are given as well.
Figs. 2 and 3 confirm that the S-values indeed measure the
significances of the bits: the S-values are large in magnitude
if the x-value is close to a reproducer value and the bits that
change at the decision boundaries in the middle between two
reproducer values have S-values close to zero. A positive sign
of the S-value indicates that the reconstruction of this bit
should be “0” while a negative sign indicates a “1”.
For the two bit mappings and based on the S-values in
Figs. 2 and 3, the Figs. 4 and 5 show the resulting energy
distribution according to (13) for α = 1.00. As required,
the bits with S-values close to zero are allocated very small
energy, while the signficant bits will get up to twice as much
energy than spent “on average”.
In Figs. 6 and 7 we present some simulation results. As a
performance measure we use the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the source samples x and their reconstructions x̃ at the
decoder output. We compare the conventional system (without
source-adaptive energy allocation) with three schemes using
S-values for energy allocation with α = {0.5, 1.0, 2.0} in (13).
A simple hard-decision decoder was used, assuming coherent
bit detection. In the region of interest, i.e., for SNRs of 10 dB
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or higher, we observe a gain of about 1 dB in Es /N0 (which
directly turns into a gain in average transmission power) for
the Gray mapping; the gain for the natural binary mapping is
somewhat smaller. For both mappings α = 1.0 in (13), i.e.,
linear averaging, turns out to be a good choice.
In Figs. 8 and 9 we present performance results for the
same transmission schemes as in Figs. 6 and 7, but now with
a conventional soft-decision decoder. Such a receiver, for an
uncorrelated source and an AWGN channel model with binary
input, coherent detection and without knowledge of sourceadaptive energy allocation is known (e.g. [2]) to be given by
X
yγ −1 (I) · Pr(I | z̃1 , ..., z̃K ) .
(14)
x̃ =
I∈I

The quantity x̃ represents the reconstruction of the input sample x at the decoder output and yγ −1 (I) denotes the quantiser
reproducer value that corresponds — via the bit mapping γ()
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Fig. 5. Energy distribution according to (13) with α = 1.00 based on the
S-values in Fig. 3 (natural binary bit mapping).

— to the K-bit vector I = {I1 , ..., IK }. Moreover, z̃l denotes
the received sampled matched-filter output for the transmitted
data bit Il ∈ {0, 1}, l = 1, ..., K. The a-posteriori probability
Pr(I | z̃1 , ..., z̃K ) can be computed by (Bayes rule)
K
Y
Pr(I1 , ..., IK | z̃1 , ..., z̃K ) = A · Pr(I) ·
p(z̃l | Il ) , (15)
| {z }
l=1
=I

where the factor A is a constant that ensures that the probabilities Pr(I | z̃1 , ..., z̃K ) sum up to one over all possible
I ∈ I; Pr(I) is the known (easily measurable) probability of
the reproducer value which is transmitted by the bit vector I
and p(z̃l | Il ) is the probability density function of the channel
which for the binary-input AWGN model is given by
p(z̃l | Il ) = √

2
1
1
exp(− 2 z̃l − zl )
2σ
2πσn
n

zl =1−2·Il

. (16)
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
Note that the source-adaptive energy allocation based on the
S-values by (13) will lead to different transmission energies
El for the bits. As this energy allocation is unknown at the
receiver, we use a conventional soft-decision decoder which
has only knowledge about the average channel quality given
N0
in the
by Es /N0 . This leads to the noise-variance σn2 = 2E
s
channel model (16).
Figs. 8 and 9 indicate that the conventional soft-decision
decoder (14) gives a gain of somewhat less than 1 dB over
the hard-decision decoder for all transmission systems. The
relative gain by source-adaptive energy allocation using Svalues is again around 1 dB in Es /N0 (average transmission
power).

In this paper we have introduced S-values as a new measure
for the signficances of data bits. The S-values can be used
for bitwise allocation of transmission energy. We presented
simulation results for a simple system model which show that
significant gains can be achieved by the new concept.
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